Third Grade
Amusement Park Mystery, Gertrude Warner
The Aldens search for carousel horses that have disappeared from an amusement park!
Arthur Accused, Marc Brown
When the quarters Arthur has collected for Mrs. MacGrady's charity drive mysteriously
disappear, Buster is committed to cracking the case.
BusyBody Nora, Johanna Hurwitz
Inquisitive little Nora lives in New York with her parents and little brother Teddy.
Camp Out Mystery, Gertrude Warner
While on a camping trip with their grandfather, the Alden children try to find out about
the loud music and missing food that is scaring away potential campers!
A Case for Jenny Archer, Ellen Conford
After reading three mysteries in a row, Jenny becomes convinced that the neighbors
across the street are up to no good and decides to investigate.
Daisy Dawson is on Her Way, Steve Voake
Young Daisy Dawson wakes up one morning to find she can understand everything
animals say, from her favorite farm dog to the classroom gerbils.
Dog Diaries: Secret Writings of the Woof Society, Betsy Duffey
What do dogs really think about their two-legged companions? It is the first annual
meeting of the WOOF Society. Dogs of different backgrounds and breeds have gathered
to hear the secret diaries of its members.
Falling Up, Shel Silverstein
Wander through the Nose Garden, ride the Little Hoarse, eat in the Strange Restaurant,
and let the magic of Shel Silverstein open your eyes and tickle your mind.
Fantastic Mr. Fox, Ronald Dahl
Three farmers, each one meaner than the other, try all-out warfare to get rid of a fox
and his family.
Herbie Jones and the Class Gift, Suzy Kline
Disaster strikes when Anabelle trusts Herbie Jones and Raymond with the job of picking
up the class’s gift to their teacher.

Horrible Harry Goes to Sea, Suzy Kline
Miss Mackle decides to take the class on a riverboat ride to help them imagine what it
was like to travel on the high seas like their ancestors did on the Titanic.
Judy Moody Was in a Mood. Not a Good Mood. A Bad Mood, Judy Moody
Judy Moody doesn't have high hopes for third grade. But she does have an abundance
of individuality and attitude, and when Mr. Todd assigns the class a special Me Project,
she really gets a chance to express herself!
Julian, Secret Agent, Ann Cameron
When Julian, his little brother Huey, and their friend Gloria decide to be “crime busters,”
they find themselves in one adventure after another.
Miss Nelson Has a Field Day, Harry Allard
The notorious Miss Swamp reappears, and this time, it is to shape up the football team
to make sure that they win at least one game.
Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great, Judy Blume
Summer is quite fun for ten-year-old Sheila even though her friends make her face up to
some truths that she doesn’t want to admit.
Ramona the Brave, Beverly Cleary
Six-year-old Ramona tries to cope with an unsympathetic first grade teacher.
Something Big Has Been Here, Jack Prelutsky
An illustrated collection of humorous poems on a variety of topics

